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INTRODUCTION
DEEPLAS CLADDING

Deeplas’ cladding range is the perfect way to update and restore the appearance of any building. It is ideal for replacing
deteriorating timber, refresh old brickwork and add kerb appeal.
Cladding can also help improve insulation – offering better thermal efficiency than brick, concrete or wood.
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PVC-U SHIPLAP CLADDING
DEEPLAS CLADDING

Robust, attractive, versatile cladding to
enhance and refresh any home
Deeplas PVC-U shiplap cladding is the perfect way to update
and restore the appearance of any building. It is ideal for
replacing deteriorating timber, refresh old brickwork and add
kerb appeal to your home.

Easy installation with all the high-quality
components you need
Shiplap cladding is designed for easy installation, with
hidden pinning for a smooth, professional finish. It is
available in 100mm and 150mm plank depths in 5m lengths.
We also supply all the compatible edge trims, joining pieces
and corner sections you need to complete a high-quality,
professional installation.

Improve the thermal efficiency of your home
PVC-U shiplap cladding can help improve the insulation of
your home – offering better thermal efficiency than brick,
concrete or wood.
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Why choose Shiplap Cladding?

Colours to enhance every project

 ttractive shiplap style adds an
A
interesting new feature to any home
Robust, flat finish that retains its shape for life
Manufactured from lead-free calcium organic
PVC-U compound

DEEPLAS WHITE

IRISH OAK

BLACK ASH

GOLDEN OAK

ROSEWOOD

ANTHRACITE
GREY

CHARTWELL
GREEN

CREAM

 Long-life, weather-resistant, low-maintenance
wall covering
Offers better thermal insulation than brick,
concrete or timber
 Quick and easy-to-install
Full range of finishing PVC-U trims
 Quality assured

Quality assured – BBA, CSTB accredited
and BSI Kitemarked product

CERTIFICATE 01/3784
Eurocell Cladding System
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EMBOSSED CLADDING
DEEPLAS CLADDING

Refresh tired, old brickwork or timber
cladding with robust, fresh PVC-U embossed
cladding systems
Deeplas PVC-U embossed cladding provides an attractive, low
maintenance, weather resistant solution for replacing rotten
timber cladding, concealing unsightly areas of brickwork or
adding an interesting new feature to a property.
Available in shiplap and featheredge styles, embossed cladding
is designed for easy installation. Our range of colours and
realistic woodgrain finishes means you can create a truly
unique appearance, whether you want a rustic timber-effect
or a crisp contemporary white finish.
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EMBOSSED
SHIPLAP CLADDING

EMBOSSED
FEATHEREDGE CLADDING

Why choose Embossed Cladding?

Colours to enhance every project

6m lengths as standard
Quick and easy-to-install
Low-maintenance
Weather-resistant

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

LIGHT IVORY

MOCHA BROWN

SLATE GREY

SAND

PEARL GREY

CREAM

 Full range of trims in matching RAL
colours – all you need for that high-quality
professional lookefficient air circulation
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COASTLINE CLADDING
COASTLINE IS THE NEXT GENERATION IN COMPOSITE CLADDING

An innovative composite cladding that
enhances the appearance of any property
Adds up to 10 years of guaranteed weatherproof
performance to every exterior. What’s really revolutionary

The secret to Coastline’s hard-wearing, long-lasting looks and
performance is its innovative composite structure – a patented
triple composite of polymer resins, inorganic minerals and
acrylic colorants that is extruded to give excellent dimensional
strength and stability.

is that Coastline has minimum contraction or expansion,
whatever the weather conditions.

Available in New England colours
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Why choose Coastline Cladding?

Colours to enhance every project

Specially developed aluminium rail and fixing system
Foamed composite base material with fire retardant
 Co-extruded with a UV-stable colour cap with outstanding
fade resistance

ANTHRACITE GREY

MOONDUST

OYSTER WHITE

PIGEON BLUE

SOFT GREEN

TAUPE

Minimal expansion/contraction
Impact tested to rigid profile standards
Skin – Acrylonitrile Styrene Acrylate, colour matched to
RAL colour ranges
 ighly weatherable premium embossed matt
H
woodgrain finish

Safety and sustainability
Adds up to 10 years of guaranteed weatherproof performance
Coastline has been rigorously tested and is D rated to BS EN 13501.
This means it conforms to British and European standards in
Reaction to Fire and Single Flame Combustibility tests and is certified
for use as an exterior wall insulation in all approved applications.
All the materials used in its manufacture are 100% recyclable.
Because it’s made from such a durable, long lasting composite,
it never needs painting or treating with preservatives, both of
which can contain volatile chemicals that can be harmful to
the environment.
Unlike cement board, cutting Coastline panels to length releases
no harmful silica dust, which has been linked to several serious
respiratory diseases, including lung cancer. Plus, of course, you’ve

Quality assured –
BBA accredited

got the peace of mind that comes from knowing they’re all
manufactured to the highest quality standards and fully BBA
CERTIFICATE 18/5534

and BSI accredited.

Coastline Composite Cladding
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TWINSON CLADDING
DEEPLAS CLADDING

Naturally beautiful, 100% recyclable cladding
combining wood and PVC-U for a durable,
low-maintenance solution

Enjoy all the aesthetics of wood with all the
durability of PVC-U
When you choose Twinson cladding from Deeplas, you get

Twinson premium cladding can transform the appearance of
any property, creating an eye-catching design feature as well
as improving the thermal insulation of external walls.
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the natural beauty and warmth of wood combined with the
durability and low maintenance of PVC-U. Twinson is a unique
material made from a blend of wood and PVC, offering the
special benefits of each.

Twinson premium cladding is
available in two styles:
Flat 167 cladding: Comprises of hollow planks for
enhanced insulation with a ventilated outer wall for
air circulation, providing a continuous, unbroken wall
covering. Available in 6m and 3m lengths.
Flat open 83 cladding: Solid Twinson cladding
planks installed with open joints between the
planks allow free air circulation between walls
and cladding. Available in 3m lengths.

Colours to enhance every project

Why choose Twinson Cladding?
 ttractive, natural wood appearance
A
to enhance any property
 urable, low-maintenance, waterD
resistant, splinter-free

SLATE GREY

LIQUORICE

BARK

 Quick and easy-to-install
Helps to reduce energy use, heating
costs and CO2 emissions
Sustainably sourced, 100% recyclable product
I ntegrated ventilation allows efficient
air circulation efficient air circulation
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Full
product
range
Deeplas Roofline

Coastline Lightweight
Composite Cladding

Equinox Tiled Roof
System

Skypod Lantern Roofs

Twinson Premium
Cladding

Internal Wall
and Ceiling Panels

Twinson Decking

Roomline PVC-U Skirting

Deeplas Embossed
Cladding

Slateskin GRP
Sheet Tile System

Deeplas Window
Boards

Rainwater

Shower Panels

Garden Rooms

Customer service
If you need any assistance, please call the Customer Services
team on the following number or visit deeplas.co.uk

0800 988 7307
83480 | DE00049 Is1/Jan22

